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Could your healthcare facility benefit from this?

 
Every healthcare facility can benefit from Revenue Enhancement!

 

Clint Maun, CSP has two new programs custom-designed to help you
enhance your revenue streams and deliver increased customer
satisfaction, smoother operations and sustainable, long-term market
viability, especially given the forthcoming changes resulting from the recent
healthcare reform!

These exciting new programs bring a wealth of proven-solutions to bear on
improving your facility's revenue, so you can invest in other important

aspects of your business, such as staff rewards & retention, site/technology improvements,
partnership integration projects and more!

 

 

The Continuum of Care Dating Game:
Moving the Relationship from Courtship to Engagement
 

The healthcare delivery system will, and has, become a bundled set of
partnerships. What does your post acute organization need to do for
profitability and successful business growth? This program offers immediate
techniques for enhancing and leveraging your hospital relationship to help you
deliver better care, as well as optimize your revenue potential, for you and your
partners.

 

https://us1.campaign-archive.com/?e=%5BUNIQID%5D&u=f07c7afb1a3df284b04c66c7e&id=4efd9ad56b


 

Blueprint for Growing Revenue When Healthcare Funding is
Going Down the Drain
 

Do you have progressive strategies, dedicated team effort, partnerships and
goals for keeping and building your revenue stream? There are winning tactics
and techniques that will generate revenue growth - not just sustainability.
Learn proven and specific action steps your team can develop and implement
immediately to grow your revenue!

Let Clint Maun show your
organization how to Increase Revenue

while Preparing for Tomorrow!

Review Clint Maunâ€™s Biography and References or call Kathy Cain at
800.356.2233 for more information

Book multiple speakers for a $$$ discount.
Ask us how!

Should You Seek Sleep Help?

In this monthâ€™s newsletter, we covered how you can get restful and restorative
sleep. To be sure, getting sound sleep can be a big challenge for healthcare
professionals. If youâ€™ve tried several sleep strategies (like those mentioned in our
newsletter article) but still struggle with sleep problems, you may have a sleep
disorder that requires professional treatment. Consider scheduling a visit with your
doctor if you regularly experience these symptoms:

Persistent daytime sleepiness or fatigue
Loud snoring accompanied by pauses in breathing
Difficulty falling asleep or staying asleep
Un-refreshing sleep
Frequent morning headaches
Crawling sensations in your legs or arms at night
Inability to move while falling asleep or waking up
Physically acting out dreams during sleep
Falling asleep at inappropriate times (i.e., at work, driving)

â€œBe yourself; everyone else is already taken.â€�
â€•Oscar Wilde

http://www.maunlemke.com/
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